
 

Labeling Machine For Boxes YSY-290 
 

 
 
Labeling machine for boxes realizes labeling and filming on the upper plane and upper arc of the 
workpiece, such as boxes, books, plastic shell, etc. 
 
Unique and intelligent labeling design, providing technical support for the high-speed operation. In 
addition, it also protects the users and effectively prolong the service life of the equipment. Safety 
is one of the highlights of automatic labeling machine for boxes. When the equipment is in 
operation, if there is a safety hazard due to improper operation, the safety protection system will 
automatically detect it and stop running immediately. You can continue only after passing the test 
and approval. 
 
Product Features 

 
1. Labeling accuracy is ±1mm. Adopt product-oriented gap elimination mechanism and label anti-
offset mechanism. 
2. Adjustable labeling position (fixed after adjustment), making the conversion between different 
products and label winding simple and time-saving. 
3. It adopts excellent PLC&touch screen&servo motor&standard sensor electric control system 
control, high safety factor. 
4. Man-machine interactive interface, with Chinese and English comments. Easy to use and simple 
to maintain. 
5. The mechanical structure is micro-designed, which occupies less space. The equipment is easy 
to move and install in the pipeline. 
6. Labeling stability is good, the labeling is flat, wrinkle-free, and bubble-free. 



7. It can label on most product flat and large arc surfaces. 
8. Stainless steel and high-grade aluminum alloy material, firm and beautiful overall structure. 
9. Nothing, no labeling, automatic correction and detection when there is no label. 
10. With fault alarm function, production counting function, power saving function, production 
number setting prompt function, no labels alarm. 
11. Complete equipment supporting materials (including equipment structure, principle, operation, 
maintenance, repair, upgrade, etc.), provide sufficient guarantee for the normal operation of the 
equipment. 
 
Technical Parameters 

 

Model YSY-290 

Product Name Labeling Machine For Boxes 

Product Type Single Side Automatic Labeling Machine 

Labeling Speed 1-50m/min 

Labeling Precision ±1mm 

Paper Roller Inner Diamater Φ76.2mm 

Paper Roller Outer Diameter MaxΦ330mm 

Over Diemension(mm) 2000×700×1400 

Total Power 1-1.5KW 

Voltage 220V single phase /50HZ 

 

 


